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In 1989, the lEA Computers in Education study collected data on computer use in
elementary, lower- and upper secondary education in 22 couturies. Although all data scts
from the participating countries have not yet been received, this paper contains some
preliminary results from 19 educational systems* (18 countries).
The paper shows statistics related to the availability and the we of hard- and software, the
problems experienced in using computers in schools and the attitudes towards computers
of the principals in the sampled schools. The results show that in the past few years quite
drastic changes took place in the number of schools equipped with computers and the
number of computers available in schools. Despite this fact, in most educational systems
computers still are used by a limited number of teachers, and mainly for teaching students
about computers; the integration of computers in existing subjects is increasing quite
slowly. The major problems that are experienced in schools deal with teacher time, the
lack of sufficient software of high quality, and the training of teachers.
Introduction
The 1980's have shown a rapid increase of the informatization of most societies. The idea that
computers are playing an important role in the live of every citizen is not longer discussed. The
question how education should rcact to these developments and what role computers can and
should play in schools is still an issue of major debates. Several theoretical perspectives on the
role of computers in education are unfolded and many claims exist as to the potential power of
computers as instructional aids.
Many countries have adopted policies for the systematic introduction of computers in education.
However, the major question still is: how should new information techmlogies be introduced in
education and to what degree are the expected effects of policies actually malized in educational
practice.
The major goal of the Computers in Education study (Comped) of the International Association
for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (lEA) is to collect longitudinal and crossnational
comparative data in order to contribute to the evaluation of policies on (the introduction of)
computers in the countries that are participating in the project.
This paper will contain a summary of results collected in stage 1 of the study (see below) morefully des, Pelgrum & Plomp (1991) and provides some thoughts about implications for
educatic. i...
;The followmg acronyms will be used for the educational systems participating in this study: BFLBelghun-Flemish, BFR:Belgium-
French. CBC:Canads British Coltarbia. Off:China, FBA:France. FRG:Federal Republic of Germany, GRF.:Greece, NUN:Hungary,
IND:Indta. ISR:hoel, JPNIapan. LUX:1n -mhnutI. NET:Netherlands. NVIZ:New Zealand. POL.:Poland. PON:Portugal.
St.O.Slovema. SM:Swityerland. USA:Ue ,es of Amenca
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Goals anif design of the suidy . .
The major goals of the studY are to describe and analyze crossnationally as well as longitudinally
how computers are used in 'schools by teachers and students, and what cognition, skills and
attitudes studeets have with respect to new information technologies.
The study consists of two stages. During stage 1 (1987-1990) data were collected in elementary,
lower secondary and upper secondary schools at school and teacher level. In stage 2 (1991-1994)
measures from stage 1 will be repeated and, in addition measures at student level will be taken.
The measures taken in stage 1 of the gudy were based on a conceptual framework characterizing
the educadonal system in terms of levels of decision-making and identifying the factors
contdbuting to effect changes. These factors were taken from literature on educational change
(e.g.: Fullan, Miles, & Anderson, 1988) such as the quality, clarity and relevance of the objectives
and the characteristics of the imovation (content, materials, instructional strategies); support and
leadership; staff development; experiences with innovations; and the existence of evaluation and
feedback. The framework reflects the hierarchical structure of most educational systems, but
acknowledges that decisions which promote or inhibit the implementation of computer-related
curricula are made at all levels, which may cause discrepancies between decisions and
expectations that exist at different system levels. An identification of these discrepancies may in
itself be an important starting point for improvement measures in education.
In stage 1, altogether, by means of questionnaires data were collected from about 60.000
respondents (principals, computer coordinators and teachers) from schools sampled in 19
educational systems. As not all samples are national representative, Appendix A contains a
description of the population dermitions used in each participating system. This Appendix also
shows the number of cases for each category of respondents (Table A.1).
The availability of hardware
Figure 1 shows that, in 1989, in many educational systems computers were not yet available for
all schools.
In elementary education the access to computers is low in Japan and Portugal (respectively 25%
and 29%), moderate in Belgium-French (54%), Israel (62%), the Nethedands (53%), while a high
degree of access at school level can be observed in British Columbia (99%), France (92%), New
Zealand (78%) and the USA (100%).
In lower secondary education in Belgium-Flemish, Belgium-French, British Columbia, Federal
Republic of Germany, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zzaland, Switzerland and the
USA three quarters or more of the schools have access to and use computers for instructional
purposes; Greece, Japan and Portugal show low or moderate access rates of respectively 5%, 36%
and 53%.
Most upper secondary schools in the educational systems that participated in this study have
computers, while access to computers is gill low or moderate in Greece (4%), China (61%) and
India (7%).
If computers are available in schools, they are used for instructional purposes by most schools.
Table 1 shows that the mediarxnumber of computers in elementary schools varies between 2-5 in
Belgium-French. France,The Netherlands and Portugal, 10 in Japan and respectively, 17, 18 and
16 in British Columbia, Israel and the USA.
In most countries elementary schools started quite recently with the introduction of computers
(typically more than 50% of the schools started after 1986) with the exception of British
Columbia and the USA where the median starting year was 1983.
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Figure 1. Proportion of schools having computers over the years.
The median number of computers in lower and upper secondary schools is in general higher
than in elementary schools. Comparing the first year of educational computer use across
populations, one fmds a stable trend of upper secondary schools starting first, followed by lower
secondary schools and the last the elementary schools. However, the differences between
countries are quite large, and Pelgrum & Plomp (1991) showed for instance that many
educational systems were, in 1989, at the level of British Columbia and the USA in 1985 or 1986
with respect to the median number of computers in schools.
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Table 1
Medians of number of computers in 1989 andyear of first use (according to computer
coordinators)
Country / Educational System
Use ot Computers wt. am cne as 91u MORI MO OS OR 11M Ung MR MK M. Pot ILO SWI um
Elementary schools
First year . 86 83 . is . . 96 87 87 17 - 16 13
StlIdalt:COMpUta /140 1919
- 31 21 23 - 17 14 64 62 . 311 - 23
# computers . s t/ 2 - 11 11 2 2 3 - 19
Lower seamdary schools
First year $4 14 12 IS SS Si 17 13 14 13 - 17 17 13
Student:computer ratio 1910 27 34 12 - 31 46 n - 143 48 26 34 217 - 21 17
# computas 12 12 43 IS 11 8 7 16 18 17 S 1 II
Upper secondary schools
First year n 13 82 86 83 14 14 13 14 $4 16 13 II 17 14 13 13 13
SIIICial:CanpUter ratio 1911 32 31 12 43 X 41 44 21 572 24 32 li 37 53 ISO St 311 14
# computers 12 11 43 23 24 14 17 17 2 31 25 25 11 11 S 11 19 27
Notes. - = data not collected. 1985-1988: recall: 1989: actual: 1990: expected.
The suident:computer ratio varies substantially, for elementary schools between about 15-25 in
British Columbia, Israel, Japan, France and the USA and almost two to three times as many in
countries like the Netherlands and New Zealand. Exceptional is Portugal with a student:computer
ratio of 301, which is caused by the fact that Portuguese elementary schools are quite large. It is
interesting to note that the student:computer ratio in France suggests a mote favorable picture for
elementary schools than the absolute number of available computers. This can be explained by
the relatively small school size of elementary schools in France (with a median of 71 students
compared to, for instance, 233 in Belgium-French and 830 in Portugal). On the whole, the
student:computer ratio is more favorable in secondary schools than in elementary schools. Them
are however, again, large differences between countries, showing that in British Columbia and
the USA the conditions for integrating computers in the school curriculum ate most favorable,
while in other countries the ratio's are almost two to three times as high. ft is also interesting to
note that, although Switzerland has a relatively low number of computers per school, the
studentcomputer ratio is quite favorable (and almost at the level of the USA) due to the fact that
Swiss schools on the average are relatively small.
One of the questions arising from the results presented in Table 1 is whether schools have enough
computers. This question is difficult to answer from a theoretical perspective because so many
factors are involved, such as the goals of computer use, availability of adequate software, training
of teachers, etc. However, we may get a tentative answer to this question by looking at the
problems educational practitioners perceive as serious in using computers.
One of the questions pmsented to all iesponaents (principals, computer coordinators and teachers)
contained a list of about 30 problems (related to hardware, software, teacher training and skills,
and organization) which could be experienced as serious in using computers for educational
purposes in the school. Respondents wete asked to check each problem that they considered as
serious in using computers in the school, but also to select from the list the five most serious
problems. Table 2 contains the percentages of school principals and computer coordinators who
included a particular hardware problem in their top five selection from the total list of problems.
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Table 2
Percentage of school principals (P) and computer coordinators (C) including a particular
hardware problem in their top-five selection of serious problems in using computers in school
Country / Educational System
Hardware Problem w. nya al1 FRAM OM MN 1315 NI PM WI MR POL PCS 61.4 MI USA
Eleseistary adman
Insuffician ampler,
Insufficient peripherals
Difficulty maintaiance
Limitations dcomputers
P
C U
P . It
C. 13
P 5
C.
P 4
C 11
64
16
22
/6
Is
It
16
54
25
23
M
34
13
21
14
14
15
29
46
19
15
15
5
4
12
15
-73 63
-75 GI 47
16 36 - 17
34 n n
5 13 3
- 1 11 2
-21 5 S
15 S -
37
33
IS
12
11
Lower secondary schools
Insufficient compeers
Insufficiem peripherals
Difficulty maintenance
Umitations of computers
PO 59
C33 34
P21 14
CM 16
P 2 S
C 4 7
r 13 5
CI6 5
S3
32
27
II
It
4
7
10
- 31
36
. 7
4
. 15
15
15
n
5
16
3
s
12
32
14
13
13
16
23
5
56 17 37 a 79 44 a
61 3633 36 .46 .$1 52
15 13 14 34 - 27 - 14 37
11 11 11 IS 36 7 34
4 13 7 14 - 3 4 5
5 46531 5 -3 11
26 2 5 - 11 14 IS
5341513.33.3314
Upper secondary schools
Insufficient computers
Insufficient peripherals
Difficulty maumemance
Limitations of compeers
PO ft
C41 30
P32 16
Cr/ 17
P 4 4
C S 5
P2* 4
CIS IS
s
33
27
5
It
4
7
11
Ss
43
$ 6
33
19
$5
15
3G
SO
36
IS
16
if
14
12
11
It
14
5
12
3
7
14
24
36
24
31
32
If
13
23
29
St
59
if
16
23
12
6
It
45
41
17
It
16
15
14
25
47
IS
16
9
It
17
.44 53 31 71 51 36
.26 4321 am 36
IS 11 33 16 7 11
t 15 21 n 6
. II 12 36 4 11 12
5 15 36 S 12
5 17 IS It IS 22
13 14 14 17 as 31
10
33
IS
5
5
14
15
Notes. - = data not polkaed. m = insufficient number of cases (n<50 or missing cases >20%).
From Table 2 one may infer that the lack of a sufficient number of computers and peripherals
(although less frequently mentioned) is perceived as a serious problem by a large group of
respondents in many countries.
In some countries (for instance, in lower secondary schools in Belgium-Flemish, France,
Germany, Luxembourg, Portugal and Switzerland) relatively large groups of respondents
complain about the limitations of computers (like being out of date). In fiaure analyses we will
try to detennine wether this is related to thc type of computers available in the schools.
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The availability of software
This survey contained a number of questions about the availability of software in the schools. The
computer coordinators were asked to check which of the following types of programs were
avail?ble in the school:
drill and practice, database. tutorial programs, lab interfaces: autamatic, word processing, data
acquisition, painting or drawing, programs to control devices, music composition, programs to
control interactive video, simulation, CAD/CAM, recreational games, CAI authoring
language, educational games, item banks, programming languages, record/score tests,
spreadsheet, grade book, mathematics graphing, computer communication, statistics, and
tools/utilities
The results described by Pelgrum & Plomp (1991) show that, except for Portugal, in most
participating countries more than 80% of the computer using elementary schools possess drill
and practice software. For tutorial programs there are large differences between countries: in the
USA it is quite common for schools to possess these programs, whereas, for instance, in France
only 27% of the schools have programs of this type. Word processing software and educational
computer games are also available in many schools, although the percentages for word processing
found in France and Israel (respectively 66% and 62%) are relatively low. Databases and
spreadsheets are less widespread. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the availability of
programming languages in elementary schools varies considerably between as well as within
countries: about 70% or more of the schools in Belgium-French, France and Israel have
programming languages available. This points to the potential use of LOGO. On the other hand,
in some other countries (New Zealand, the Netherlands and the USA) only a small group of
elementary schools (18-34%) possesses programming languages.
In lower secondary schools the picture is somewhat differeni Software for word processing,
spreadsheets and databases is widely available in most countries. The availability of database
programs is relatively low in Belgium-French, France, Germany, Japan and the USA.
Programming languages are also widely available in lower secondary schools, although the
percentages of schools possessing programming languages are relatively low in Belgium-French,
Japan, the Netherlands and the USA (respectively 67%, 61%. 67% and 42%). Drill and practice
and/or tutorial progralas are available in many lower secondary schools in some countries (the
Netherlands, New Zealand and the USA), but in a relatively small number of schools in other
counuies (for example, Belgium-Flemish, Greece, Portugal and Switzerland).
Many upper secondary schools (more than 70%) possess programming languages (Portugal only
68%) and word processing programs (China only 27%). A general trend is that in comparison
with lower secondary schools the availability of drill and practice and tutorial programs is
somewhat lower in upper secondary schools, but spreadsheets, databases and more specialized
programs (like programs for controlling devices or CAD/CAM programs) are available in more
schools.
The computer coordinators were also asked to indicate for which school subjects software was
available in the schools.
A majority of elementary schools possess software for mathematics and mother tongue.
However, software for informatics (that is, learning about computers) is not as widespread.
In lower and upper secondary education many schools in the panicipating educational systems
possess some software for courses to leam about computers (informarics) and for mathematics.
There are, however, remarkable differences. For instance, the percentage of schools having
software for mathematics in lower secondary education ranges from 10 % in Greece to about 95
% in New Zealand and France. Similar differences are found for software that can be used in
other cdurses, such as science and mother tongue.
This study did not =on' which programs are available in the schools, and whether there is any
shortage of particular software, or what the quality of the available programs is. However, there
are a few indicators that can throw some light on the last two questions. These indicators consist
6
of the inventory of problems that were presented to the respondents with the request to select
five pmblems (from a list of 30) that were experienced as most serious. Table 3 contains the
percentages of respondents including a particular software problem in this selection.
Table 3
Percentage of principals (P) and computer coordinators (C) including a particular software
problem in their top five selection of serious problems in using computers in the school
Country / Educational System
Software Problem WI. SR CSC cIS PIIA MOW KW BID WI PM unt 1ST NW P. ron ILO SWI
Elementary schools
!muff. software P - 33 35 19 . 3461 46 34 35 15
C - S4 32 -35.. 47 75 57 IS 06 - . 32
Softw. difficuh P - 3 1 - 5 - 1 334. I - 3
C 4 3 5 - - 4 3 - 7 3 . 0 - - 0
Softw.not adaptabk P 13 3 - 11 - - 3 25 26 5 - 4 - 3
C 13 3 II 5 13 19 4 7 4
PoorManUals P 3 1 6 - 4 4 4 13 - 1 . I
C 4 3 6 2 5 4 5 3 3
LS& info snftw. P - 5 7 13 - 9 14 6 13 3 9
C - 13 7 II - - 7 13 .711 - I 5
Softw.other lang. P - 3 5 1 - - 3 0 3 3 6 0
C . 3 3 0 - - 3 1 I 1 111 I
Lower secondary schools
Insuff. software P32 34 39 13 21 37
CS. 35 27 15 30 SS
Softw. difficult P 3 1 I - 4 SCI 3 I - 3 5 3
Softw.not adaptabk P15 6 11 17 3 13
C 2S 10 3 13 4 10
Poor manuals P 3 3 5 3 5 13Clii 7 4 9 41
Lack info 'dm. P 6 13 11 - 14 5 17
C 9 15 7 - 13 14 IS
Softw.other lang. P 5 4 3 I II 27
CI 2 0 1 1 29
36 5 53 le 41 33 15
65 55 53 31 - $S 37 36
7 0 IS I - 2 5 1
4 017 4 - 4 - 9 1
13 4 31 3 4 11 5
14 4 31 5 - S - 13
4 4 3 3 - 7 3
7 0 6 3 - S - 13 5
11 15 6 7 7 5 4
55 4 I IT - 12 - 4
36 3 1 3 4
22 3 1 11 6 1
Upper secondary schools
!muff. softwatt P l 31 39 57 12 25 *UN 47 $ 9 32 55 IS 41 19 IS
C 36 35 26 51 23 36 47 34 41 44 44 53 56 SS 35
Softw. difficuk P 2 1 00 1 -44 3 1 7 40 1 1 650
CI 3 1 1 3 4 3 5 2 430 1 2 vs 9 2
Softw.not 20151labie P13 9 11 4 5 3 5 11 10 19 n 13 Ill 5 15 5 14
C15 5 4 4 7 3 6 11 5 17 17 9 5 7 as 5
Poor manuals P 7 5 5 5 4 - 11 13 5 3 S 5 1 23 1 4 13 3
C13 5 7 5 5 5 19 7 9 6 6 5 11/ 7 as 14 5
Lack info softw. P 5 15 11 511 5 5 10 13 11 5 10 11 5 5 5 12
C 4 12 7 $ 9 IS 15 10 9 12 15 14 14 II a $
Softw.other king. P 4 0 3 10 I 6 13 5 3 3 5 3 3 3
C 7 5 0 14 0 I i 10 7 I 3 0 3 5 as 4
Notes. - = 4ata not collected. m = insufficient number of cases (n<50 or missing cases >20%).
Table 3 shows that a shortage of software is experienced as a serious problem by many
respondents, while the lack of information about software and the adaptability of software is
mentioned relatively frequently as the second problem, although these percentages are not very
high. The observation from Table 3 is consistent with the priorities for computer-related
expenditures mentioned by computer coordinators, who mentioned the need for a greater variety
of instructional software most frequently as highest priority.
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The use of computers in existing subjects
A first question to address is how many teachers are using computers. For a subset of countries
that handed in complete data sets, we were able to estimate the percentage of teachers in
computer using schools actually using computers for instructional purposes (see Table 4).
Although this is a rough indicator (counting even teachers that use computers marginally), it is
quite interesting to see in Table 4 that in computer using elementary schoolsmost of the teachers
in grades 4-6 use computers. However, in lower secondary schools in most countries the
integration of computers in existing subjects is still an activity of a rather small group of teachers.
In upper secondary schools the percentage of teachers using computers is higher than in lower
secondary schools, except for Gennany (mathematics and mother tongue), New Zealand (mother
tongue) and Portugal. Especially revealing, but also promising for the near future, are the
relatively high percentages of computer-using teachers in the USA, where in 1989 (compared to
1985) a considerable increase of teacher use could be observed. Table 4 also shows that, as a
trend, mathematics teachers are more inclined to use computers for their lessons than teachers in
other subjects. In New Zealand there is a relatively high proportion of mothertongue teachers in
lower secondary schools using computers.
Table 4
Percentage of teachers of existing subjects using computers in computer using schools
Country / Educational System
in PRO DO LIN LUZ NET NWZ P. POI SWI WA
Elementary schools
- . 96 . 74 92 . - 76
Lower secondary schools
Mathematics $ 42 II 14 31 . s n 56
Science 4 10 4 17 IS IS $ 9
Mother tongue 3 17 . 7 S M - 7 It 44
Upper secondary schools
MAIM:mono
Science
Mother tongue
19 111 44 5 .0 64 20 900
21 22 53 6 32 37 11 7 31 5$
5 4 II 2 . 0 12 1 2 10 47
Note. - = data not collected, m = irnufficient number of cases (n<50 or missmg cases >20%).
For a complete overview of the subjects for which computers are used in schools (irrespective of
the number of teachers using computers in a subject and, hence, different from Table 4) we refer
to Table 5. This table shows that across populations in most countries the use of computers is
most frequently mentioned for the subjects mathematics and science; in elementary and lower
secondary schools mother tongue and social studies are mentioned relatively frequently too, while
in upper secondary schools in quite some countries commercial studies are mentioned.
In order to find out what teachers (who use computers as well as the non users) see as the major
obstacles in using computers one may look at the problems users experience as well as the
reasons for not using computers as indicated by the non using teachers. The results described by
Pelgrum & Plomp (1991) show that the four problems that are most frequently mentioned are:
lack of hardware, lack of software, problems with finding enough time to learn about computers
or lack of time to prepare lessons in which computers are used. In elementary schools, teachers
also frequently mention their lack of knowledge. The ranking of these problems in terms of
relative frequencies differ from country to country and future analyses will be aimed at trying to
1 0
identify which circumstances are of potential influence on what teachers perceive as problems in
using computers.
Table 5
Percentage of computer coordinators indicating computer use in particular subjects
Country / Educational System
Subjects liPt. NI MC CIS MIA Pil0 OBS We MO UM JPW wz NIT /f4R NIL MR 111,0 MI UM
Elementary 'dwells
Informatics 70 65 MI 34 41 41 71 SS 65
Mathanatics 75 74 U 86 96 02 74 54 43
Science 11 54 42 13 51 11 36 23 51
Mother tonpe 0 90 $4 74 55 94 79 16 79
Foreign language 2 4 1 74 0 16 4 14 4
Cmative arts I) 44 46 - I n - 27 31 27 13
Social studies 3* a 44 16 37 47 32 24 51
Commercial studies a 43 a a a 9 16 0 1
Teditology general 1 11 29 4 5 5 0. 5 . 5
Lower secondary schools
Informatics ss 93 11 76 93 97 $6 10 94 71 - 15 97 54
Mathematics 36 St 44 IS 114 12 54 30 41 24 42 . 66 54
Science 14 15 66 16 39 5 44 37 32 IS 19 41 43
Mother tongue 5 16 49 72 77 5 24 12 40 23 14 42 64
Foreign language 22 13 15 sI 22 2 30 15 U 25 9 22 6
Creative ans 2 3 54 16 9 9 11 5 II 21 4 20 13
SOCIal StUdiCS 4553 31 34 5 - 27 11 36 S4 21 - IS 31
Commercial studies 15 33 04 29 22 2 sun n is nn
Tedmology general 17 5 44 76 12 2 36 4 15 5 2 6
Tedwology specific a 13 47 21 10 0 4 19 20 14 10 . 7 14
Hane economics 2524 14 1 0 10 4 2 7 5 3 13
Upper secondary schools
Informatics n 92 91 42 II 12 97 73 98 94 50 n CI II 17 MI
Mathematics se 63 6$ 31 64 94 13 65 62 16 R 434332545475
Science 33 It 66 31 14 65 3 51 64 34 43 43 35 57 31 31 45 54
Mother tongue S 11 69 2 33 34 5 0 32 15 13 33 61 4 12 5 21 17
Foreign language 341311432141 11 14 16 16 16 15 15 10 13 13 23
Creadye a r t s 9 54 1 6 Si 5 13 5 3 23 3 4 3 7 n
Social studies 4 54 .; 21 41 4 10 19 17 33 55 2 17 17 n
Commercial studies nu I46 19 :3 0 19 41 31 33 13 1 35 16 54 71
Teanology general 16 7 44 1 M7 3 314111.5 554711
Technology specific 25 20 47 4 24 12 6 34 9 14 15 14 2 13 21 12 43
Home economics 53345715 2114.S 4 MO 1 1 33
Note. = data not collected.
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Staff development and teachers' knowledge and skills
The results described by Pelgrum & Plomp (1991) showed that staff development activities
mainly consist of introductory and application courses. In secondary schools in many systems,
courses in computer science/pmgramming and in computer use in specific subjects are available.
Authorities are quite supportive of staff development. The limited note of universities and
(teacher) associations in providing teacher training is remartable.
Computer related training mainly deals with applications, problem analysis and programming.
It is remarkable that pedagogical/instructional aspects are the least mentioned topics although
using teachers mention these topics more often thannon users.
Many teq.chers have informal contacts with colleagues within their schools.
The framework for the study referred to in the previous sections included the knowledge and
skills of teachers in handling computers as one of the factors influencing the integration of
computers into existing subjects. This factor is difficult to measure (not only in cross-national but
also in national surveys) as the testing of teachers in most countries is rather controversial. In this
study a self-rating scale consisting of a list of statements about computer related knowledge and
skills, asking teachers to indicate by checking 'yes' or 'no' whether they had the knowledge or
could perform the action indicated in the statement.
Some evidence about the validity of these scales was collected in 1988 in England and
Germany during the pilot phase of this instrument. That pilot test consisted of administering the
self-rating scales in combination with a set of multiple choice items related to each of the
statements in the self-rating scales. Analyses of these data showed that both measura were
similar in a relative sense (namely, there were high correlations between the self-ratings and the
multiple choice pan), but there was also quite a high similarity in an absolute sense (almost all
respondents failing on a particular multiple choice item checked 'no' on the corresponding self-
rating item). Based upon these results, it was concluded that it was worthwhile to include the self-
ratings in the study.
Table 6 contains the results of the self-ratings by teachers. This table shows that in some
educational systems the median of the percentages for the non using teachers in existing subjects
on some of the three scales is 0. The results show that using teachers in existing subjects know
more than their non using colleagues. The scores for the using teachers in elementary schools are
in general lower than the scores at the other levels. kJ this level in the scale "Programming" in
New Zealand and the USA the median score for both ming and non using teachers is zero, which,
in combination with the other low scores on this scale, is an indicator of the low priority of
programming among the using teachers.
Onc might have expected that the computer education teachers in lower and upper secondary
schools would have higher scores than the using teachers in other subjects. Although, in general,
this trend can be observed, in many educational systems the scores of the using teachers do not
differ greatly from the computer education teachers (see, for example, inupper secondary schools
the scale "Programming"). ,,ome educational systems are noteworthy. In Switzerland on the
scales "Pmgramming" and "Capability" in both lower and upper secondary schools, the using
teachers and the computer education teachers do have the same scow. In other educational
systems, there are sizable differences between the using teachers and computer education
teachers on the scale "Pmgramming", namely in lower and upper secondary schools in New
Zealand and the USA, and in upper secondary schools in Poland, Portugal, Slovenia. Further
analysis is needed to explain this contrast in these educational systems and the much angler
differences in the other educational systems.
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Table 6
Median percentage on knowledge and skill scales of male and female teachers (users)
Country / Educational System
tr. am arc CIS RA Man NUN Oa Olt DK WI NIT We M. PO* ILO SWI USA
Elementary schools
KlION4Cale
Male 54 -44
-m44 33 44
- .44
Female -.33 -33
-.23 -23 33 -33
Programming-scale
Male ..ae 1 .- I
Female ..e.e . -me.* ..e
CapabIllty-scale
Male
-.63 -54 =54 511 0 -Se
Female ei se - 25
- .33 SS
- SO
Lower secondary schools
Computer teachers
Know-scale
Male 731. rnia imattIN N fett
Female o aim 14 a
-73 7$ 54
Programmlnrscsk
Male m II a 1141 IN fa as N
Female es le 11111 .... N .4 co fa
Capability-Scale
Male 75sa vial a 75 SA IN SS
Female esa 0 75 75 1075
Using teachers.
Know-scale
Male
- ia 71 -a 6167
Female as.44 44 II an 33 .as 4844
Programed.' gscsk
Male a an -N.. 1.1. 1
Female Nasia asiaii . so
Capablll ty -scale
Male .75 .75 IN aas it al s75
Female mi 75 N al 341 al -N63
I I
(continued on next page)
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Table 6.7 (continued)
Median percentage on knowledge and skill scales of male and female teachers (users)
Country / Educational S stem
WI. WS C2C CM NIA MO MI NUN 00 UN mit sus INT WIWI. Poi NA OW NA
Upper secoadary schools
Computer leachers
know-scak
Male MINN 6710 No We Wm NINIIIINNININ
Female 14114 6155 IS so 7$ 7$ 71. a 607$1116s7SW
ProgrammIntscale
Male Hs as In IN IN a a IN N IN a a IN IN IN a IN IN
Female Its aeraNiOninININISen AIINNINAINN
Capability-scale
Male NW se 75 rtm$1 II 63N. -se NNINNNN
Female 75 75 se 5475 ma 075 75 se Ie 75 75 $3 =NW
Using teachers*
Know-SCale
Male was. 711 se a 73 67 ma st 76 IN wee= in
Female al al smut 44 um a 5656 am a Wm wase44
Program m ing-sca le
Male a samINNIT4INNan. Im Nee mm=0
Female semesmiew se 66 Ha a am N. a 21.26
Capabill ty- sea le
Male sena. 75 op a 6350 am Ne 75 mom. 75
Female saw alio. $110.. Ne 63sesave63
Notes. - = dais not collected. m = insufficient number of cases (<30 females and/or <30 males, or missing cases >20%).
* using teachers are computer using teachers of existingsubjects (mathematics, science and mother tongue).
Another result which should be pointed to is that in many educational systems for the using
teachers in existing subjects the scores on the "Programming" scale is higher than on the other
two scales. Here again, further analysis is needed to explain this phenomenon.
Discussion
This paper contained somc of the results from a description by Pelgrum & Plomp (1991) of the
status of computer use in 1989 in 19 educational systems.
Although the summary given here is rather short, still a picture arises that can be very succinctly
characterized as follows: throughout the world there is a continuous (albeit quite unequal)
development of access of schools to computers, increasing amounts of computer equipment are
installed in schools and -gradually- increasing numbers of teachers/students are using computers
for instructional purposes. Despite this development there is still a lot of unequity in access to
computers, even in highly developed countries, and educational practitioners feel that a number
of basic, conditions for using computers for instructional purposes have not yet been fullfilled:
there is shortage of hardwarn, shortage of %await, teachers are insufficiently trained and
teachers don't have enough time for preparing the use of computers in their lessons adequately.
What do these results mean fmm an educational policy point of view? We will address this
question by looking at the following two derived questions: (1) Are the results in line with policy
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expectations?: (2) Are there any indications from the results in what direction future policies
might be developed? Berm addressing these questions, we first want to discuss a seemingly
paradox in the description given above.
Paradox between experienced problems and increased use?
If teachers don't have enough time, how can still such a relative large group use computcrs? And,
if teachers say that they are not knowledgeable enough how can they make use of computers at
all? A tentative interpretation may be as follows. Despite all the problems teachers expect before
starting to use computcrs (which we may infer from reasons given for not using computers) and
despite all the problems experienced by those colleagues who already use computers, the data
collected in several surveys in the USA indicate that there is a steady (although slow) increase of
the number of teachers using computers over years. This development may be interpreted as
indicating that apparently there are forces opperating that compensate for negative perceptions
about the conditions for using computcrs. So, &tough the pessimistic predictions about the
problems related to the introduction of computers in education made in the earlier days of
educational computer use, seem to come through, this doesn't seem to lead to withdrawal
reactions of educational practitioners (that is, increasing numbers of schmls and teachcrs
refraining from using computers) like has been the case with other technological innovations in
education, for example language laboratories. Apparently the negative perceptions of educational
practitioners are being compensated in one way or the other by positive expectations or
perceptions. One possible important compensating factor is the expected educational impact of
using computers which, in general, is quite high especially in thc USA (see Pelgrum. 1991). Vcry
significant also may be the finding that teachers seem to think they observed positive changes as
a tesult of using computers: respectively 69, 61 and 52 per cent of the teachers of ...athematics,
science and mother tongue in lower secondary schools in the USA sample indicated that they
observed an increased availability of feedback about student achievement, an increased interest of
students, and increases in student achievement. Pelgrum & Plomp (1991) found similar patterns
in other countries.
Ilence, in summary, whcn looking at the trends in the data, it looks like the computer has past its
first test of usefullness Is an educational medium.
Are computers used as expected?
We may now turn to the first question posed above which may be conceived as a second test of
the usefullness of computers in education, namely whether the use of computers in educational
practice is consistent with expectations put forward by enthusiastic proponents. One of the most
provoking expectations expressed in thc past was about thc potential of computers to reshape
education into an institution emphasizing the learning of productive skills by offering students an
attractive learning environment heavily dominated by self exploratory (by means of computer
simulation) and problem solving activities. Our data seem to demonstrate that this situation is still
far from being realized as the use of computers in education still is quite heavily dominated by
what might be called low-level-adoption, such as learning about computers and particular
applications (like word processing) and drill and practice in existing subjects, whereas
simulations and self explorations as indicators of high-level-use are applied to a lesser extent.
Hence, if we admit that the use of computers in education still is not meeting thc expectations of
enthusiastic proponents, we may turn to the second question raised above, that is which
indications may be inferred from our findings as to the direction of future policies.
Possible implications for future policies
In this paper wc have shown that, if we take the views of educational practitioners seriously, quite
a number of interrelated problems (the most prominent being: shortage of hardware and software,
teacher skills arid teacher time for lesson preparation) need to be solved. Although these problems
arc experie9ced at school level, policies directed at creating solutions may also be developed at
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school transcending levels. Given the amount of time req iired to effect changes in any of thc
domains related to each of these problem areas it seems realistic to make a distinction between
short term and long tenn strategies with respect to the implementation of computers in education.
In developing a short tenn stratcgy onc may take certain limitations and currently popular
pattcms of (low level) computer use for granted and try to devise measums to consolidate and
optimize the use of computers within these constraints, while a long term strategy would consist
of focusing on realizing high level use. We will first give here some examples of possible short
term and long tcrm strategics.
A first example of a short term strategy is related to limitations in the hardware infrastructure
of schools.
The hardware infrastructure available in many schools does not allcw that many teachers and
students can use the equipment at the same time. As a consequence. as long as there is no drastic
changc in thc number of computcrs per school or the organization of tssons as whole class
activities, one may expect that the use of computers is resuicted to either a few teachers which
can use computcrs intensively, or many teachers who use computers only incidently with all
students in their classes ('whole class usc'). If the hardwar structure is not changing on a short
tcrm, then one might question whether whole class use of computers must be stimulated. Thc
othcr way of using computers might offer a real alternative, namely the use by the teachers as an
aid in teaching, for example for demonstrations in the classroom. With a limited number of
computers in a school, this type of use would allow in any case that many tcachcrs in parallel can
use computers in their instruction. A clear advantage of such an approach could be that computers
are integrated throughout thc school curriculum in many subjects. Disadvantages arc that
additional equipment for each class is needed (like overheahl plesma screens) and that students
cannot profit directly from the interactivity characteristic of a computer. Adopting such a strategy
will have consequences for the type of softwarc to be acquired, but might also lead to increasing
costs for software acquisition as programs need to be made al,..iable for the whole range of
subjects in the school curriculum.
A second example of a short term strategy concerns the parble:n for teachers of finding timc to
prepare lessons with computer use. Across countries principals, computer coordinators and
teachers mention this problem as one of the major ones (it is almost consistently in thc top four).
This may be causcd by the fact that usually applications of computers during a lesson requires
preparatory activities different from the ones teachers are used to (which consists of using a
textbook as major source for lesson preparation). Assuming that teachers who use computers, still
use their textbook onc might opt for a short tcrm strategy consisting of integrating software
dcscriptions in the textbook by either educational publishers or software producers. Effects may
be expected especially if during the development of materials the raspective of the 'teacher as
learner' is taken into account. Courseware desigrnd from this perspective must have many
procedural specifications (careful 'how-to-do-suggestions') which help the teachers to deal with
the kcy problems of lesson preparation, namely Loa of background knowledge and skills,
changes in didactical role, and insufficient view on possible learning outcomcs (Van den Akker,
1988). The importance of this angle of looking at the time problems is, that the shortage of timc
which is perreived as an important problem for teachers is not compensated by providing more
time, but by trying to improve the quality of other variables in the teaching process (in this casc
the quality of thc educational software and other cuniculum materials).
Examples of long term strategies are much more difficult to give, because such strategics should
contain full elaborations of goals and mcans. Wc may interprt our findings regarding the status
of computer use in 1989 as the first response of schools to the challenge to "join the computer
revolution" (Walker, 1986, p.35), namely to start with the easiest applications, such as the
teaching of computer education courses, and applications like drill and practice by taking thc
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whole class to the computer lab. Walker rightly points to the fact that "anything else requires
more money, more effort and expenise from teachers, and more variance from existing school
practices" (o.c. p.35). Should we be disappointed by this situation? We do not believe that this is
necessary, if authorities and educators are willing to look at computers in education from the
perspective of a complex innovation to be introduced in educational practice and consequently
want to invest in designing long term implementation strategies aimed at creating new learning
environments by means of new technologies. Walker (1986, p.33) rightly states that "if even a
small part of the visionary dreams of computer-based education is to be realized, major changes
will be required in the day-to- day activity and interaction patterns in classrooms. ... Developing
these new patterns will require collaborative effort on a large scale sustained over a decade or
more." If wc look at the status of the use of computers in education from this perspective then wc
may consider the present situation the beginning stage of a long process that may takc many
years. If policy makers, administrators, teachers and courseware developers consider the present
situation from such an implementation perspective, and if they are willing to undcrtakc initiatives
contingent with such a situation, by choosing short tcrm strategies in the perspective of long term
strategies, then we may expect a development away from the easiest responses preserving
traditional schooling to innovative approaches aimed at creating challenging learning
environments with the help of new technologies. In devising long term plans one needs insight in
how diffcrcnt factors in thc process of implementation of computers in education affect each
other. It is hoped that furthcr analyses of the data resulting from stage 1 and the data to be
collected in stagc 2 of this study will contribute during the forthcoming years to increasing our
knowledge of how different factors affcct the pace and direction of the implementation of
computers in education.
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Appendix A
National target population and sample sizes
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Belgium-Flemish
Population 2 (lower secondary education) and Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All (state, province/community and catholic) schools offering comprehensive general or
comprehensive technical/arts education.
Belgium-French
Population 1 (elementary education).
All (state, province/community and catholic) schools, except special education (3.7% of all
students).
Population 2 (lower secondary education).
All (state, province/community and catholic) schools offering comprehensive general or
comprehensive vocational education (technical and arts). Excluded is vocational education
(22,8% of all students) and special education (3,9% of all students).
Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All general secondary and vocational schools, except special education (3.9%).
Canada-British Columbia
Population 1 (elementary education). Population 2 ( lower secondary education) and
Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All schools.
For the Principal and Computer Coordinator questionnaires no distinction was made between
Population 2 and Population 3.
China
Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All schools in the cities/provinces Beijink., Shanghai. X ingxiang city (Henon province), Inner
Mongolia, Guangxi Zhuang autonomous region. Ming, Anhui, Sichuan, Guangdong
prov inccs.
France
Population 1 (elementary education).
All schools except private education (15% of students) and special education (less than 0,5%
of students).
Population 2 (lower secondary education).
All schools except private education (students in "Colleges": 20% of all students) and special
education.
Populmion 3 (upper secondary education).
All schools except private education (3% of students).
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Federal Republic of Germany
Population 2 (lower secondary education) & Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All schools in 9 Bundcsländer (58% of all students).
Greece
Population 2 (lower secondary education) & Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All schools cxccpt privatc and evcning schools (altogether 4% of all students).
Hungary
J
Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All schools.
India
Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All schools in Dclhi and Uttcr Pradesh, Maharashtra, Wcst Bengal and Tamil Madu (which
arc thc statcs with thc maximum number of computer using schools (in respectively thc
regions NORTH, WEST, EAST AND SOUTH).
Israel
Population 1 (elementary education).
All schools cxccpt special education (7% of all students).
Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All academic schools and technological schools with courses leading to certification. This
cxcludcs vocational cducation as well as indcpcndcnt schools (about 4% of all students).
Japan
Population 1 (elementary education) and Population 2 (lower secondary education).
All schools cxccpt special cducation.
Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All general and vocational schools.
I.uxembourg
r
APopulation 2 (lower secondary education).
ll gencral and technical sccondary schools.
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The Netherlands
Population I (elementary education).
All schools except special education.
Population 2 (lower secondary education).
All schools except (5% of all students) international transition ycar, english stream, individual
agricultural education, agricultural education and nautical education.
Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All general secondary, social nursery, economical/administrative and technical schools.
Excluded are all other vocational schools (about 6.4 % of all students). Teachers were only
sampled from general secondary schools.
New Zealand
Population I (elementary education).
All schools with students in standard 4 except the Correspondence School and special
education.
Population 2 (lower secondary education).
All schuols with students in form 3, except the Correspondence School and special education.
Population 3 (upper aecondary education).
All schools with students in form 7, except the Correspondence School and special education.
Poland
Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All schools. 1
Portugal
Population I (elementary education).
All schools in the public school system of the continental territory, except distance education.
Population 2 (lower secondary education) & Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All schools in the public schools system of the continental territory.
Slovenia
Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All schools.
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Switzerland
Population 1 (elementary education).
All schools in the French speaking part with studer ts in the age of 10 years.
Population 2 (lower secondary education).
Ali schools except schools in canton Argau, Geneve, Vaud.
Population 3 (upper secondary education).
All schools except schools in canton Geneve.
USA
Thc sampling frame included all U.S. schools, public and private, that contained a 4th gradeor
higher, plus vocational and "alternative" high schools. The frame excluded separate schools
for the special education population and also excluded schools that only exist to provide part-
day or pan-year pull-out classes for students from other schools.
Each school was allocated to onc or more of three sub-frames, "primary", "lower-secondary",
or "upper-secondary", depending on whcthcr it contained a Sth grade, 7th or 8th grade, or
10th, Ilth, or 12th grade.
Sixth-grade-only schools were allocated to the primary sub-frame and 9th-grade-only schools
to the lower-secondary sub-frame.
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Table B.1
Number of casesper educational system and category of respondents
Country / Educational S stem
Elementary "Amok ma ow PRA MR 1191 WWI TOO USA
Prinapala
non using *I 1 33 101 157 182 10 133 II
using 145 152 311 159 384 113 379 111 435
u n d e t e r m i n e d 1 1 15 11 11 14 4 3 11
Coordinators
non using a I 6 II 29 1 3 10 0
using 0 136 315 156 186 125 361 90 307
undetermined 2 11 4 2 131 1 2 153 311
Teachers
non using 153 0 21 21 664 36 61 0 163
using 75 331 1st 305 370 193 329 0 271
undetermined III 8 01311 01
Lower secondary schools art. amt ape nu moan Jpat Lus minim ron swr um
Principals
non using 61 14 0 I .14 367 0 II 19 1 114 303 4
using 221 172 131 303 312 0 264 27 237 122 151 669 415
undetermined 3 0 0 19 2 6 4 0 6 4 2 30 0
Coordinators
non using 3 1 0 0 3 2 33 11 0 0 17 1 72
using 131 112 120 413 299 113 216 27 236 127 144 463 303
tmdetennined 6 3 8 0 6 39 105 0 1 I 10 6 27
Computer teachers
non using SS 6 11 0 0 99 64 0 3 4 25 22 0
using 144 SS 34 II St 55 136 if 191 103 75 252 230
undetermined t 4 110014 1441121
Subject teachers total
non using 224 178 xri 401 344 NO NI 84 04 244 1t6 58O 136
using 24 17 10 258 219 6 17$ 3 48 146 31 In 235
undetermined t 1 1 ts 272 01305111
Teachers math
non using $4 61 134 151 69 138 233 23 ISO 11 45 214 1116
using IS 7 * 141 129 6 0 e 34 62 17 60 84
undetermined 111 03 1 2 0 0 001 0 0
Table B.1 (continued)
Ntunber of casesper educational system and category of respondents
Country / Educational System
Lower secoodsry schools art. OM CDC IIIIA /110 NW ILIZ ?WNW POI DWI U114
Teachers science
non using 73 53 121 145 91 13S VO 34 132 U 45 1/9 113
using 3 4 17 61 41 74 3 13 22 13 25 71
undetennined 01131 13 191 3 1
Teachers mother tongue
non using 40 64 75 91 14 133 399 37 122 76 35 167 137
using 766356 43 019 1,42 142 76
undetemtined 1119 1 41 140 1 10
Upper secondary schools wt. ND MC OE PII4 omi On NUN DID US jPi rsmwwx my°. IRA SlIn UBA
Principah
non using
using
undetermined
Coordinators
6 6 90 4 436
234 112 131 329 340 1911 34III 1)411
2 4111 33 49 56
316 471 151 613 164 13331113$I
143 65 5541
420 155 74 313 424
1 16 5
non using 000 331 00 3 057002100031
using 324 137 111 777 351 193 211 232 669 141 549 170 13$ 313 155 37 232 IT7
undetermined 1 6 252 70 51 144 11506614 042
Computer teachers
non using 4 1 2 12 14 1 7 15 IS 4 $3 1 1 I 1$ 7 34
using 349 133 104 375 323 91 76 212 453 364 415 9 136 177 137 44 576 215
undetennined 3 101404 GO 331 01611 SI
Subject teschers total
non using 311 111 179 1373342137 714 3U 1631131 17 273 297 116 121 5511 311
using 17 37 77 35 1U 0 2 141 2115 16 310 33 13S 61 44 7 140 354
tmdetermined 1 1014 113 010770 1 013 40
Teachers math
non using 130 71 74 19011745 226 14 SS ;la 33 110 1311 541 47 167 90
using 30 23 13 19 72 41 2 61 114 5 93 24 711 23 27 1 51 77
undetermined 1 1003 15 01100101112
Teachers science
non using Its ss 51 133 112 30 304 IS 59 331 15 11 154 43 3 97
using 17 13 211 16 78 35 I 71 167 10 113 55 41 14 6 69 43
undetemined 1111 11 17 100 S 61 1 11
Teachers mother tongue
non using 71 43 47 1112 13 S3 274 117 49 101 30 93 23 34 13 117 111
okra 11 3 36 11 9 14 1 13 1 15 1 3 31 94
undetemtined asset It III 3 III
,IMIII111111..111
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